
City hotel Xiamen 
    —Garden-style Hotel in     

Downtown Xiamen 

 

City hotel Xiamen won a lot of prize such 

as:‘Certificate of Excellence’ elected by 

daodao.com,"the best conference hotel" 

awarded by Exhibition and Convention 

Industry Association in 2013;"The Most 

distinctive hotel in Xiamen";"The Most 

popular hotel"elected by Brandwisdom. 

 



In here, you can enjoy the old Xiamen culture when you walking into our new 

decoration room，The gulang island wallpaper in each room create a warm 

atmosphere which makes our guests surrounded by a unique Minnan culture. 



Hotel location 

There are always some landscapes that would touch you and carry you away. 
1. Wanshi Botanical Garden (national class 4A science zone and place of interests in China, with 
diversified rare vegetations and birds in it; about 5 minutes' walk away from City Hotel Xiamen.) 
2. Zhongshan Park (Centennial Zhongshan Park, with time-honored history that keeps reminding the 
locals of the city's long history; it is a natural oxygen bar in the downtown; about 3 minutes' walk away 
from City Hotel Xiamen.) 
3. Seaside Huandao Road (laden with marvelous beach landscapes and fashionable architectures 
along the way; about 5 minutes' drive away from Lundu, the ferry,)  
4. Xiamen Garden Expo. (an ecological garden and cultural gallery where artificial garden landscapes 
coexist with the natural environment harmoniously; about 40 minutes' drive away.) 
5. Gulangyu Island (takes 10 minutes' bus ride to Lundu, the ferry, and takes another five minutes' 
boat ride to reach Gulangyu Island, which is famous as a cradle of musicians, the island of pianos and 
the gallery of international architectures.)  

  



Hotel introduction 
 
There are total 415 rooms offered by the hotel, 

especially No.8 building, it is redecorated in 

2011. 

 

Deluxe rooms with complete facilities are 

available for the purpose of business, 

conference and leisure. 

 

In addition，our hotel has fourteen elegant rooms 

equipped with unique classical beauty of the 

Chinese style for individual guests，which 

allows you to enjoy your meal and the view 

directly. The restaurant provides you with 

authentic Minnan cuisine ， delicate 

Cantonese cuisine ， classic Sichuan and 

Zhejiang cuisine that are well known 

worldwide.  

 

The hotel offers 3 multi-functional halls with more 

than 300 square meters for each one and 8 

different style meeting rooms from 50 to 200 

square meters to meet the different demands 

of guests. 

 
Store, boutique, tea bar, arts gallery, SPA and 

beauty salon are also provided by our hotel to 

welcome every guest. 



 

 

 

8号楼A区- Deluxe king Room Section A of building No. 8 

 

               45 Deluxe King-size Room 

             160 Deluxe Twin bed Room 

 

• Characteristic: 

 

Decoration is full of post-modernist style rich and 

the typical elements of Gulang Island; fully 

dynamic color arrangements; elegant and 

fashionable bathroom facilities presents 

unparalleled coziness and comfort.  

 

• Area： 30 Square meters 

 

8号楼A区- Deluxe Twin Room 



Section A of No.8 Building: 

Deluxe Suit 
Section A of No.8 Building 

             --- 6 Deluxe Suit 

 

Characteristic: 

 

Decoration is full of post-modernist style 

rich and the typical elements of Gulang 

Islet; fully dynamic color arrangements; 

elegant and fashionable bathroom facilities 

presents unparalleled coziness and 

comfort.  

 

 Area: 90 Square meters 

 

 

 



Section B of building No.8-- Superior Room 

 

Section B of building No.8 --- 
             46 Superior Twin Room 

               5 Superior King Room 

 

• Characteristic: 

         Comfortable environment  

            & Considerate services 

 

•  Area:   30 Square meters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Building No.5 

    --37 Executive King Room 

       23 Executive Twin Room 

 Characteristic 

Building No. 5; A quiet and privacy 

administrative spaces are 

provided for our customers in 

this fully independent 

administrative building can give 

our guests a wonderful 

experience in our hotel. 

 

  Area: 30 Square meters 

 

 

 

Building No.5-Executive King Room 

Building No.5-Executive Twin Room 



Meeting service 

The hotel offers 3 multi-functional halls with more than 300 square meters 

for each one and 8 different style meeting rooms from 50 to 200 square 

meters to meet the different demands of guests. The brand-new decorations 

and complete facilities and professional conference manager service enable 

you to fully enjoy noble, comfortable and convenient conference service and 

surprising experience in any conference event.  



海上明珠自助餐厅
（位于8号楼2楼） 

                 Sea Pearl Café 
Our red-brick buildings, the typical South Fujian 

architectural style rich with original ecology of 

Xiamen, never fail to remind you of your 

presence in Xiamen. After the main dishes, we 

will serve you with French desserts and delicious 

ice creams for the taste of happiness. 

 

Lunch： RMB138+12% 

Dinner：RMB178+12% 

 

 



Piano Islet Lounge 

(Monica Club) 

Monica Club located in the lobby of 
building No.8. Decoration is full of 
post-modernist style rich and the 
typical elements of Gulang Islet. 



                                                      Rhyme Garden tea 

bar 

      The long-lasting kungfu tea is the spirit of the southeast of Fujian. Drinking 

kungfu tea is healthy for people and it also has been a tradition for local citizens. 

In this season tasting a cup of TieGuanYin with local refreshments will make you 

feel comfortable and savor the pleasure of life. 

 
Rhyme Garden tea bar 



                Thank  you ! 

City hotel Xiamen 
  
Address: No.16, Huyuan Road, Siming District Xiamen  
Contacts：钟林峰 Levon 
Tel:  0592-2053333 (80108) 
Fax:   0592-2049730 
E-mail:   lfzhong@cityhotelxm.com 
Website:   http://www.cityhotelxm.com 
Sina Weibo:@厦门宾馆   
Official Wechat account:Cityhotelxm 
 

 

mailto:lfzhong@cityhotelxm.com
http://www.cityhotelxm.com/

